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Presentation Notes
0:00-3:00minsThank-you for the introIn this session I’m show you how we introduced a new Automated “Dial Before You Dig” system at the City of BurnabyTo do that I’m going to show how digging without timely information can be costly and not just financiallyI’ll give you a background of Dial Before You Dig and history how we digitally transformed from manually to automatedBut before we start, let’s try most dangerous item in any presentation, live demoSo, get out that cellphone if it’s not already out.Scan QR code and scanning like a menu and it’s all second nature nowQR code will launch an email on your device, no other details are required, just hit SENDHOLD ON, did you not get the email regarding social engineering phishing, Scanning QR is the new “CLICK THIS”All kidding aside WHAT’S HAPPENING?  The email you’re sending is simulation a BC1C request to utility providers ie BurnabyWHAT’S IN REPLY?  NOPE it’s not the latest virus but it has links to PDF files of utility infrastructure around a randomly selected property within Burnaby, everyone will get something differentWHAT’S NOT HAPPENING?  NO future spam, data collection, and all this happens on at the City of BurnabyThe reply should take about 3-5mins and the QR Code is available later if you want to try



ABOUT US

www.burnaby.ca

- Population 260,000 (2022)
- 98.6 sq km (38.1 sq mi)
- 16 GIS staff over 3 departments
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2:00-3:00A little bit ABOUT USWebsite if you want to know more, population, sizeI’m 1 of 16 GIS’ers in the organization and core of us sit within Engineering with 3 in Parks and 3 in PlanningIf your prone to seizure, please look awayPLAY VIDEOThe flashes your seeing are BC1C request which is a non-profit agency.  Tickets come from Homeowner, Contractors, Engineering’s or anyone asking for infrastructure information for a location.WAIT VIDEO STOPAll the flashes you see represents 6 months of request, double that for a year, and it touch’s every part of the city

http://www.burnaby.ca/





WHY and WHAT

WHY do this WHAT could happen
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3:00-5:00WHY and WHATThese 2 clips touch on the conceptWHY do thisPLAY VIDEOAFTER VIDEOSorry for old video, “I like the Chipmunks voice over”WHAT could happenPLAY VIDEO2007, Inlet Drive we hit black goldPaper towels are not going to be enough to cleanup this upFor IT think about hitting a fiber ductIt’s happened to a Burnaby Rec Center and the outage was more than 24 hours
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5:00-8:00HOW historyLet take a journey thru “A Brief History of Time” from the origins of Paper to the explosion of Web Apps and present-day AutomationSLIDE INSTAFF with PAPERA BC1C request can vary in size from a small location to many city blocks.  One important item we sent are as-built drawings, the ones Engineers and Contracts use1994 had 140 ticket, 1999 with 720 that’s an increases to 1.25 FTE, let’s see whyPLAY VIDEOWhen I was a young man, there was this thing call “Paper”A very manual process of looking up index’s maps, writing down projects id’s and THEN meeting the wallIf your lucky, the drawings are in the books, lots of photocopying, you need to find every drawing and detail for the locationSimple average residential areas could take 1 to 2hrs, complex areas could take daysRemember, in duplicate for liabilityToday some still perform this activity, but most have moved to directories of files, files and filesYes, that’s me in the videoSLIDE INSTAFF with APPS2000 we knew this was unstainable, so we scanning 50,000 drawingsPLAY VIDEOOur GIS web developers created a Web App to aid in a digital “Hunter Gathering” gamesGenerally, the same activities but a vast improvement bring down time to 15-20mins per requestAnd if the PDF’s are too large for email, we burned a CD, remember this was the 2000’sHistory tends to repeat itself ORSLIDE INAutomation with STAFF2016-17 we implemented Safe Software FMEThe graph shows “increase in request” does not always mean an “increase of staff”One day we had 126 request, doesn’t sound a lot?But at 15mins each that’s 31.5 staff hours, but I still think there’s 24 hrs in a day?
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8:00-10:00WHERE this automationUsing Safe Software FME as an ESB (enterprise service bus) to orchestrate the requestSimilar to a lines of code, FME uses graphic transformers for a NO Code/LOW Code solutionIt reads the email JSON, extract & merging XML GML files, querying Geo Databases, writes PDF files to SAN, Uploading via SSH, generate HTML link for PDF’s, and final email replyFrom start to finish 3-5mins per request
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- Availability
24 hrs / 365 days

Delivered but
NOT Downloaded

Archive of 7 
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WHO stakeholder ROI
Request 6:55am Construction 7:30am

Burnaby Received
6:57am

Burnaby Replied
7:00am

- Financial
Status Quo vs Automation 
- Quick Reply
3-5mins per request

- Liability
Archive / Download
- Staff
Reduction of time
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10:00-14:00WHO stakeholder ROIFinancialWas this a worthy investment?Between 2017 thru 2021, status quo = $625,000 of staff salaries, benefits, overtime, just to maintain 2017 ticket levelsOr Automation = $150,000 over the same time periodDoing the math, approx $500,000 min some changeQuick Reply6:55am Customer submitted a ticket to BC1C6:57am Burnaby receivesProcessing7:00am Burnaby replies to Customer7:30am Start of construction with ½ an hour to spareAvailability7:00am Sunday! (point at audience) I hope you’re in the office taking care business5:16am I’m still asleep, but contract it’s the start of the day7:37am Driving to work10 complete tickets before anyone gets into the officeDuring COVID, we had NO customer interruptions, NO difficult with working from homeAnd for those trailblazers those who scanned the QR Code, take a look at your reply LiabilityArchive of 7 years of so we know what we send outWe if you’ve downloaded or not listRemember that hit fiber duct in BurnabyComputer’s are a repeatable action, it’s not an interpretation “Corner of Kingsway and Boundary Rd”, is that the NE corner or NW, which corner???StaffLEHAMN BROTHERS moment, thank-you for your service (wave bye)NO, STAFF WERE HARMED IN THE AUTOAMTION, they moved to other value add servicesWe have 10,000 tickets a year, other utility providers have 14,000 A MONTH with 24Think of the capability of redeploying them within your organization “to do more with what you have”All of this taken together is to avoid delays, I guess time is money



FUTURE ideas

- Pictures!
Lateral Service Lines
- Superman?
Augmented Reality 
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14:00-15:00FUTURE, we are not done yet with ideasA Picture is worth a 1000 wordsCurrently we delivery of lateral service lines in a text format.  25m East of the West property line is somewhere in bushedBut a pictures helps translate the technical jargon of location for every userWe are going to give you X-Ray, Telescopic , Microscopic Vision and LASERS, sorry that’s SupermanPLAY VIDEOIf a Picture is worth a 1000 words then a Video is worth 10,000 words?  The possibility of Augmented Reality with pipes, manhole, hydrants and more.  Come on “Pokemon Go” for adults






Questions
herman.louie@burnaby.ca

See what our 
customers get
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15:00-20:00QR Code if you want to tryIn summary, hopefully I’ve shown you how Burnaby has Automated “Dial Before You Dig” so next time you’re putting up a fence, keep safe and do a BC1C and let’s hope you get in 3-5minsI, GIS IT teams thank-you for your time and I’m opened for questions if there is timeWhat does it takeGeo Maturity level of your organizationSafe Software FME Server and DesktopSubscription to BC1CFortis, Telus, Hydro, big player but 70% of cities belong to BC1C, meaning YOU are the Hunter GatherAugmented RealityGPS on cellphone are not that accurateNeed additional equipment ie RTK, HPNThis is possible now but with manual locking down of AR object to real world featuresThis with automating my personal duties of GIS to CAD drawings, then AHA moment where, Maybe I can automate BC1CRound up 5mins a ticket, 12 per hour, 24 hours, that’s 288 for 1 FME Server Engine, we have 5 Engines, so that’s 1440 per dayOr 3mins a ticket, that’s 2400 tickets per dayBetween 1440-2400 tickets a day, wow was there an earthquake?Agile vs Waterfall, Agile, SOP (Standard Operating Procedure) all came after, we really look at what the requestor wanted
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